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Sustainability is SustainabITALY
Design and Sustainability at the Forefront of Italian Furniture Industry

Italy has secured its place as one  of the world’s top leading furniture exporters, 
moreover exports to the UAE have increased by 5.26% in the first half of 2023 to reach 
EUR 156 million. This growth makes the UAE a strategic market for Italy as it seeks to 
expand its global reach and goals.

Italy, renowned for its rich cultural heritage and unparalleled craftsmanship, has 
carved a niche in the furniture industry. Italian furniture stands as a testament to 
beauty, innovation, and sustainability, making "Made in Italy" synonymous with 
eco-friendly design. The country's commitment to sustainable practices is not only a 
matter of pride but a catalyst for growth and global recognition.

Combined to deliver harmonious blend of beauty, innovation, and sustainability, 
Italian companies have embraced "green practices" that are driving the industry 
towards a more sustainable future. This synergy has propelled Italy's wood interior 
decoration industry to the top spot in Europe and the 3rd position globally in terms of 
circular economy.

This commitment to sustainability is reflected in the industry's low carbon footprint. In 
fact, the Italian wood interior decoration industry is the third most sustainable in the 
world, releasing less CO2 emissions than any other large EU producer. An impressive 
93% of chipboard panels are produced using recycled wood, further underlining the 
nation's efforts to environmental responsibility.

The path to a sustainable future starts with Sustainab-ITALY.

Source: Fondazione Symbola, ITA Dubai
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ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the 
Governmental agency that supports the 
business development of our companies 
abroad and promotes the attraction 
of foreign investment in Italy. With a 
motivated and modern organization and 
a widespread network of overseas offices, 
ITA provides information, assistance, 
consulting, promotion and training to Italian 
small and medium-sized businesses. 
Using the most modern multichannel 
promotion and communication tools, it 
acts to assert the excellence of Made in 
Italy in the world.

Register here: ice.it/en/my-home/login

Find Your Italian Partner

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY - ITA

OPEN DOORS TO WORLD 
OF OPPORTUNITIES

TRADE AND INVESTMENT

ITA - Dubai Office @ITADubai

@ITADubaiItalian Trade Agency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency supports the 
business development of Italian companies 
abroad, increases business opportunities,
improves the image of ‘Made in Italy’, 
promotes industrial collaboration and 
foreign investment in Italy. Find your Italian 
partner is a business directory with virtual 
showcases of Made in Italy companies. We 
offer you an overview of Italian businesses, 
including company profiles, products 
images and details, website, business 
proposals and contact information. Foreign 
companies or agent interested in Italian 
products or looking for partnership with 
Italian companies, can access the database 
with the profiles, searchable by sector or 
product, and find a business partner.
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Confartigianato Imprese
Confartigianato Imprese is an Italian Association representing the 
interests of craftsmen and small enterprises.

Confartigianato associates today more than 700.000 entrepreneurs
belonging to 870 different sectors, organised in 109 territorial 
associations, 21 regional federations, 12 sector federations and 74 
groups of crafts, 1.215 territorial branches, with an active employment 
force of 10.700 officers. Through its extended network of associations 
present throughout the territory it provides customized services to help 
small enterprises to grow and compete in a rapidly globalizing market, 
making small business system famous worldwide for its quality, 
workmanship and “Made in Italy” style. Confartigianato accompanies 
small entrepreneurs in their growth and development, combining 
traditional ancient values and advanced technological innovation.

SMEs with less than 20 employees represent today 98.2% of the total
number of companies, employing ten million people and embodying the
deepest identity of Italy. These companies originating from different 
areas of Italy, shape the territory and create a world that innovates, 
produces prosperity and employment, strengthens the social fabric, 
increases the heritage based on know-how, skills, industriousness and 
crafts.

CONFARTIGIANATO IMPRESE

Alessandro Durante
Director External and International Relations

affari.internazionali@anima.it
fiac@anima.it
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CNA Internazionale
CNA, the National Confederation of the Craft Sector and Small and Medium 
Enterprises, established in 1946 has been representing and protecting the 
interests of craft companies, SMEs, and all forms of self-employed workers for 
over seventy years.

The mission of CNA is to enhance crafts and small and medium enterprises, 
acting as their partner for development and promoting economic and social 
development. This objective is pursued through a structured and widespread 
organization, a system of companies providing integrated services and tailored 
consulting to enterprises, a modern structure that provides its members with 
assistance, information and innovative solutions.

The extensive spreading of crafts, both in large cities and in small
municipalities, corresponds to a widespread presence of CNA. The over
8.500 collaborators, operating in the 1.100 regional and district offices of
the Confederation provide not only services, consulting and information,
but have the credibility, the professional skills and the strength of feeling
co-star of the success of small enterprises and the development of a sector that 
continues to create new jobs and new enterprises.

CNA has been the first crafts organization signing agreements with Unions.

It presently signs national Collective Bargaining Agreements for handicrafts
and SMEs in all sectors of production.

CNA INTERNAZIONALE

Mr. Antonio Franceschini
CEO

Piazza M. Armellini 9A
00162 Roma
Italy
Tel: +39 0644 1881

internazionale@cna.it
www.cna.it
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A CASA K

A Casa K blends period and styles and 
combines fine materials to create a certain 
lifestyle. Traditional florentine technicals, 
love for the details and updated finishes 
make each creation a true companion both 
in the contemporany and in the timeless 
home.

Stand No. A01-17

Via Paisiello, 17/D 
50041- Calenzano, Florence (FLR)
ITALY 

Nassy Guermech 
Owner
Tel: +39 3440085681 

acasaksas@gmail.com

@acasak98
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ADJ STYLE

The story of ADJ began in 2016. After years of experience in 
interior design, the founder, Ekaterina Borovkova, decided to 
create her own line of accessories for daily life.

The first collection of home accessories was inspired by her 
family. A triangle was chosen as the logo, symbolizing 
sustainability and stability, with the initials of her children: 
Aleksandr, Diego, Julia.
Ekaterina personally designs, draws, and plans production, 
which makes ADJ unique and appealing. Each item has its own 
story and protagonists that determine the color, shape, and 
end use.

One of the company's main values is a sustainable and 
responsible approach to design, in line with current environ-
mental manufacturing standards that guarantee high quality 
and durability.

The production of semi-finished products in Germany 
ensures stability and precision, while the finished products 
are designed, assembled, and packaged in Italy.

Today, ADJ offers a wide range of fully customizable luxury 
accessories for homes, offices, yachts, and private jets, as 
well as hotels and restaurants.

Stand No. A01-28

export@adjstyle.eu | www.adjstyle.eu

@adjstyle.eu
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Via Quaranta Staia 80, 
44123- Ferrara (FE)
ITALY

Olesia Kim
Export Manager
Tel: +39 3884620725 



ARCAHORN

Our history has begun in 1958 when Mario Guerra, 
fascinated by artistic craftsmanship and by the 
natural beauty of horn, decided to set up a workshop 
blending traditional know-how with good taste. 

Thus was born Arcahorn, a company specialized in the 
processing of the Zebu horn which is molded into 
unique home accessories and pieces of furniture with 
an exclusive design entirely handmade in Italy.Mario 
conveyed his passion and know-how to his sons, 
Giorgio and Silvia, who are now leading the company. 
Arcahorn as evolved and changed its production over 
the time while still remaining faithful to traditional 
craftsmanship. 

The company now focuses on the manufacturing of 
furniture pieces and home accessories, that are 
divided into four
collections. Each collection is characterized by impec-
cable quality and exquisite attention to detail and it’s 
conceived to enter the most elegant private residenc-
es, yachts, hotels and boutiques. To meet the 
expectations of a demanding
clientele, Arcahorn offers bespoke designs and 
exceptional solutions that are tailored to the clients’ 
requirements.

Stand No. A01-16

Paula Colubri
Export Manager
Tel: +39 0717500737

Email: paula.colubri@arcahorn.com 
www.arcahorn.com

@arcahorn_official
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Arcahorn

@arcahorn8606

Via San Francesco, N. 4
62019- Recanati (MC)
ITALY



ARREDOLUCE SRLS
Stand No. A01-06

LOC. Vertonica Centro Comm. Ibisco
65013- Citta' Sant'Angelo (PE) 
ITALY

Albanese Sabrina
Marketing Manager
Tel: +39 085959173 

sabrina@arredolucesrl.com
info@arredolucesrls.com | arredolucesrl.it

@arredoluce
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The Italian company ARREDOLUCE, 
specializing in the production of  decorative 
interior lighting fixtures, has established 
itself on the international markets with a 
high quality product, with an innovative 
design, without ever renouncing the 
glorious tradition of Italian craftsmanship: 
casted brass chandeliers, crystal 
chandeliers, 24-carat gold finishes, 
antiquing finishes, silver, represent the 
strengths of a company that is becoming 
an important reference point in the 
international panorama of classic 
chandeliers manufactures.

Arredo Luce



ARTE VENEZIANA SRL
Stand No. A01-09

Via Carlo Cattaneo, 7
30030- Olmo, Venice (VE) 
ITALY

Nicola Zanin
General Director
Tel: +39 041 90 89 20 

sales@arteveneziana.com
graphic@arteveneziana.com | www.arteveneziana.com

@arteveneziana
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Arte Veneziana is a company where skills and craftsmanship 
are combined. Through a contemporary approach that is open 
to the research of project developers and designers, the 
company effortlessly creates masterpieces that range from 
classic 18th century decorations to the most daring and 
contemporary decorative styles. For a rediscovery of time and 
value of things. 

Arte Veneziana, the leading company in bespoke interiors and 
high-end handcrafted decorated glass furniture, will 
showcase some pieces of the:

• "Paesaggi Italiani" Collection designed by Giovanni Luca 
Ferreri, a range of entirely handcrafted furniture and finishes 
inspired by Italy's most unique nature trails.
• "Melt" Collection designed by Leo De Carlo inspired by the 
water of Venice and its ever-changing colours. All made of 
baked glass and decorated by hand with great passion and 
superb craftsmanship.
• Arte Veneziana Finishings, a selection of decorative 
samples, from figurative to abstract decorations that 
represent the infinite possibilities to customise your furniture.

Our aim for the future is to defy the rules and bring Arte 
Veneziana to the leading companies of interior design with 
the same level of excellence, attention to detail and craft. 
Every collection reflects and conveys the personality of the 
designer who created it.

Arte Veneziana

https://www.linkedin.com/company/arte-veneziana/

@ArteVeneziana
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ART IN ROLLS® BY MEZZALUNA 
Stand No. A01-02

Via Zipirovic
06053- Deruta (PG)
ITALY

Mrs Roberta Datteri
Export Manager
Tel: +39 393 9182783

info@mezzalunaitalia.com 
mezzalunaitalia.com | artinrolls.com

@mezzalunaitalia

Art in rolls® is a new concept of wallcoverings that brings art into 
everyday life. Exclusive hand-painted wall art created on rolls by 
Mezzaluna Italia.

Real artworks in which contemporary design is combined with 
high craftsmanship. 

Our story begins with La Favorita, an Italian artisan company 
founded in 1970. Today, the company manufactures home 
accessories with the Mezzaluna® brand and artistic surfaces with 
the Art in rolls® brand.

Thanks to our experience, expertise, and production capacity, we 
design bespoke hand-painted wallcoverings in collaboration with 
skilled artisans and genius local artists, using ethically sourced 
materials. 

Unique creations entirely customized with elements of paint and 
matter to highlight some details of the drawing. From material 
decorations such as pastes, fabrics, and gold leaf, as well as the 
application of 3D elements in porcelain, Murano glass, leather, and 
metal applied by magnets. Pieces of art made on rolls, easy to ship 
and install worldwide.

Art in rolls® is more than a wallcoverings Collection. Every project 
is the result of an accurate research and creative process and it’s 
developed as a tailor-made suit, offering maximum freedom to 
create compositions and combinations residential and contract 
settings. 

Art in rolls® wallcoverings are certified by TrackIT blockchain, the 
value chain for Made in Italy traceability.  

Mezzaluna - Home Collections @mezzalunaitalia



CERAMICHE BATIGNANI SAS
Stand No. A01-07

Via Dello Stelli, 2/C 
50012- Bagno A Ripoli (FI) 
ITALY

Leonardo Batignani
Owner
Tel: +39 3355918822

info@ceramichebatignani.it | www.ceramichebatignani.it

@ceramichebatignaniitaly

Born in 1907, 4th generation of artistic 
production of unique handmade pieces 
with 24kts gold.
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CHAIRS & MORE SRL
Stand No. A01-32

Via dell'Artigianato, 18
33048- San Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
ITALY

Marco Roseano
Director
Tel: +39 3479850032 

marco.roseano@chairsandmore.it | www.chairsandmore.it

@chairs.and.more

Founded in 2007 to respond to the modern 
needs of the contract market, Chairs & 
More immediately presents itself to the 
international market with its linear design 
collections. 

The attention to comfort, the quality of the 
materials, and the careful production allow 
the company to grow rapidly by offering 
new collections every year and obtaining 
feedback from the market and the interna-
tional press that recognizes their strong 
personality and constant commitment to 
search for new product concepts.

CHAIRS & MORE SRL

https://www.linkedin.com/company/chairs-more/
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CV CRISTAL DI VITTORIO VALERIO
Stand No. A01-33

commerciale@cvcristal.it
info@cvcristal.it | www.cvcristal.it

CV CRISTAL is on the worldwide market 
since 20 years. Our production is based on 
the decoration and coloring of glass vases 
and candleholders, production of candles in 
glass containers and we also dispose of a 
huge range of clear glass items. Our 
products are especially suited for florists, 
home decoration, gifts, wedding&events. 
Our graphic offices create new collections 
each year following the newest trends, 
creating a Made in Italy product that is 
exclusive on the market.We produce our 
own brand of candles and perfumers 
CAMILA, with various fragrances 
specifically designed to satisfy any need 
and suitable for any type of design. The 
Camila brand offers a very rich selection of 
home fragrance products.

C.V. Cristal s.a.s.
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Via Giacinto Facchetti SNC
81030- Orta Di Atella (CE)
ITALY

Valerio Vittorio
CEO
Tel: +39 0817116750
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DOMOS SRL
Stand No. A01-38

Via Domenico Da Lugo, n. 19
37023- Grezzana, VERONA (VRN)
ITALY

Eliseo Dal Corso
Sales Manager
Tel: +39 347 5283797

export@domosdesign.it 
www.domosdesign.it 

@domos.it

INSPIRED BY STONE. DRIVEN BY DESIGN.  

Based in Verona Italy, in the heart of the 
Valpantena region, Domos is a true Italian 
reality. The group carries out all phases of 
the production process directly, from the 
selection of the blocks to the finishing of 
each single piece. 

Domos develops and implements marble, 
natural stone and agglomerates projects. 
Domos supplies the distribution with tiles 
and mosaic too.

Domos Srl

https://www.linkedin.com/company/domos-srl/
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ELITE STONE GROUP
Stand No. A01-37

Pegah Behboudi Fard 
Sales Manager
Tel:  +97152 384 2605

cmsales@elitestone.it
info@elitestone.it | www.elitestone.it

@elitestone_italy

@es_calacatta

Calacatta Marble company, belonging to ES Group, is the 
first and unique Italian marble showroom opened in Dubai 
directly by Italian producer. Named after most popular 
and most desirable marble among all of them our Dubai 
company contains all the collection of italian luxury 
marble.

Located in JAFZA, near Jebel Ali Port, there is a new 
warehouse and showroom with a large collection of our 
exclusively Italian-made luxury slabs, including our finest 
white marbles, colored marbles and onyxes which can be 
viewed and purchased directly from us at Italian prices.

The quality of the services and of the materials offered is 
the common thread of all the branches of the Elite Stone 
Group. 

At Calacatta Marble you will find a staff with great 
experience and passion for natural stone, always in 
contact with the Verona headquarters. The Italian and 
UAE warehouses are shared in line so any material can be 
purchased from anywhere in the world.

Our service is completed by the relationship with ES 
Atelier, even from Dubai the most exclusive projects can 
be commissioned and will be managed by our team of 
Italian geologists, engineers, surveyors and architects.

Elite Stone Italy

@EliteStoneSrl

https://www.linkedin.com/company/elite-stone-s.r.l./

Via Passo di Napoleone, 244 
37020-Volargne di Dolcè, VERONA (VR) 
ITALY
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EUROLUCE - LIGHT OF ITALY
Stand No. A01-04

VIA ARISTOFANE, SN
ANDRIA (BT)
ITALY

Losito Michele
CEO
Tel: +39 0883 559385

export@eurolucelampadari.it
info@eurolucelampadari.it

www.eurolucelampadari.it | www.twentybrandesign.it

@euroluce_lightofitaly_official

Euroluce light of italy is an Italian company that has 
been operating in the lighting sector for more than 25 
years and is present in countless foreign markets and 
at the most important international fairs, distinguish-
ing itself for its continuous evolution and growth. 

It was born with a classic imprint but from 2019 it 
stands out in the contemporary scenario by present-
ing the brand Twenty brand design.

Ours is the story of the passion for made in Italy from 
the beginning, since we were a small but dynamic and 
innovative reality in the sector of chandeliers and of 
lighting. 

A passion that is renewed day after day and that is 
confirmed by the successes of the new collections 
and the decades of trust of our friends customers. But 
the real secret of success is linked to the human factor 
and the important know-how that our craftsmen, our 
technicians, our designers have been able to build. If 
our collections pulsate with light, if light is not only a 
technical element but arouses emotions, if chande-
liers are ambassadors of beauty, if suspensions, wall 
lamps, floor lamps, lamps show a soul, it is to them 
that we must be grateful.

Euroluce Light of Italy
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EUROMARMI STORE
Stand No. A01-35

Founded in Italy, Euromarmi Store by Angela Stiuso is 
the art and experience of stonework handed down 
from generation to generation.The store proposes an 
extensive selection of items, including home décor, 
furniture, collectables, and natural stone jewellery.

The company offers a highly specialized bespoke 
design service for luxury commercial and residential 
projects, customized styling solutions, and furniture 
suited to meet the design needs of worldwide clients. 
Our stones, granite and marbles are processedby 
state-of-the-art machinery and refined by expert 
artisans to offer our customers the creation of 
one-of-a-kind work and design."

All stones have their beauty and story to reveal, 
creating a rare and magical identity while my commit-
ment is to create unexpected high-quality design 
pieces where marble merges with passion and love 
with dedication with the intent to combine tradition 
and innovation, past and present and to continue on 
the family business through innovation, expansion, 
and opportunity."

Via Tiberio Claudio Felice, 16
84131- SALERNO (SA) 
ITALY

Stiuso Angela 
Tel: +39 3347489176

store@eiromarmistore.com 
info@euromarmistore.com | www.euromarmistore.com

@euromarmistore Euromarmi Store

https://www.linkedin.com/company/euromarmistore/about/
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EVA – THE APPLE OF DESIRE
Stand No. A01-05

Federico Maria Maiocchi
Brand Manager
Tel: +39 349 1495366

info@evadesign.it | www.evadesign.it

@eva_lameladeldesiderio

EVA is the Italian brand that realizes the iconic apples of 
desire. Highly artistic content design objects dedicated to 
those who love the exclusivity of unique pieces. 

The idea of Eva - The Apple of Desire, came up in 2016 from 
the idea of interior designers William Zanotto and Raffaella 
Guarda and their desire to create a surprising design piece 
which could be many things in one: a fine apple-shaped piece 
of furniture but at the same time a moneybox, a dream 
container, a new canvas for artists. 

The strength of the brand comes from the fact that for some 
collections, in addition to a refined piece of furniture, the EVA 
apple becomes a three-dimensional canvas for artists who 
collaborate in the project, combining art and design. 
In our opinion these two concepts, traditionally distant or 
incompatible, can coexist and strengthen each other. 

EVA design apples become a powerful means of 
communication for art and the result is the creation of 
original, unique, engaging and superlative objects. 

EVA apples are produced with major passion and dedication in 
our laboratories in Italy and the shape of each one of them 
reflects the high-end craftmanship involved in the process.

EVA La Mela del Desiderio

Via Strada Muson, 1  
31011- Asolo (TV)
ITALY
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EXTROVERSO
Stand No. A01-36

Via Edmondo de Amicis, 45
Cabiate (CO)
ITALY

Manuela Dello Strologo
President
Tel: +39 3408494010

manuela@extroverso.it
info@extroverso.it | www.extroverso.com

@extroverso

Based in Milan, Italy, Extroverso is unusual 
design.

Promoting traditional woodwork and 
parchment finishings, Extroverso is 
inspired by Art Deco but creates 
contemporary exclusive projects and 
original limited editions. Parchment, 
shagreen and other precious leather 
covering, are applied to the wooden 
structures of the furniture pieces or wall 
panels, by the skilled hands of master 
craftsmen, reaching best quality.

This also allows the possibility of 
customizing the products and developing 
exclusive projects, made unique by the 
natural beauty of the materials.

Extroverso
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FANTINI MOSAICI
Stand No. A01-19

Fantini Mosaici
P.O. Box 106482
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates

Lorenzo Lotesto
Managing Director
Tel: +971 2 551 6502 / +971 50 641 0182

project@fantinimosaici.it
info@fantinimosaici.it | www.fantinimosaici.it

@fantinimosaici.it

Fantini Mosaici is a world-renowned, Milan-based artisanal 
surface brand that has been crafting mosaic, terrazzo and 
pebble stonework for 123 years.

From Milan to Miami, from Abu Dhabi to Los Angeles, the firm 
crafts bespoke, high-quality floors and surfaces for 
prestigious architectural projects, working in collaboration 
with leading architects and designers.

The company has been actively involved in the Middle East for 
more than six decades, successfully completing numerous 
high-profile projects. It has worked closely with the UAE 
government on landmark projects such as the Sheikh Zayed 
Grand Mosque and the Qasr Al Watan Presidential Palace in 
Abu Dhabi. The firm is also involved in ongoing retail projects 
for luxury brands, including Cartier and Yves Saint Laurent, 
throughout the Gulf – in Kuwait, Bahrain and Oman.

In Saudi Arabia, Fantini Mosaici is installing its expertly 
handcrafted surfaces in several royal palaces and hospitality 
projects. The company is also in the process of installing 
bespoke surfaces in the new presidential palace in Cairo, 
Egypt.

As a fourth-generation family-owned company, Fantini 
Mosaici is fully committed to its craft, heritage, and niche 
techniques. With an in-house service that covers everything 
from design concept and engineering to procurement and 
installation, its specialized artisans and designers ensure the 
highest quality across projects, globally.

Fantini Mosaici @fantinimosaici

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fantini-mosaici-srl/
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FUTURA LEATHERS SPA
Stand No. A01-23

Vicolo Marconi 1, 
36071- ARZIGNANO (VI) 
ITALY

Ms Bianca Croucher
ITALIAN LEATHER PRODUCERS AND TRADERS
Tel: +39 3480118330

bianca@futuraleathers.com
futura@futuraleathers.com | www.futuraleathers.com

@futura.leathers

Futura Leathers’ birthplace is a unique legacy.

We come from Arzignano, a town in the Chiampo
Valley in the north eastern part of Italy where tanning
has its ancient origins. Some papers documenting
leather processing go back as far as the fourteenth
century. Futura Leathers was founded here in 1985.
Since then we have carried forward this tradition
and experience, transforming it into a specialization,
protecting our heritage and the values we embraced
right at the beginning.

We started out as traders to become the Group that
we are today; 5 production units working together
to interpret the demands of over 700 customers
in 70 countries. The principles that guide us have
never changed: honesty, respect and fair dealing.
These are not simple words, they are our core
values. They are reflected in our distinct approach
to business as we continue to be the custodians of
the most authentic Made in Italy and a truly unique
way of working.

Futura Leathers S.p.a @Futura_Leathers

https://www.linkedin.com/company/futura-leathers-spa/
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HOMIT SRL
Stand No. A01-18

Via Fonte A.Collina 
64012- CAMPLI (TE) 
ITALY
C.F. e P.iva 02059190674

Audrey Macours
B2B & Export
Tel: +39 3534340736 / +39 0861416685

m.audrey@divani.store 
support@divani.store | https://divani.store/

@divani.store_official

Divani Store is an italian company designing and producing 
high quality durable handcrafted furniture at the rice price 
while constantly adjusting  dynamically to meet market 
demands with innovation. Divani.Store was born in  2020  
from the Di Pancrazio Brother’s idea to launch an online 
business specializing in high quality handcrafted sofas at an 
accessible price , by making treasure of the family long dated 
knowhow experience in the production of sofas for the 
reseller’s market. 

Our company mission is to offer an extended range of high 
quality handcrafted furniture, while offering a service able to 
provide artisan products and customized design to meet 
anyone’s need. As a digital native brand the small and 
dynamic young company’s goal is to support the client 
throughout the full process by offering a range of service such 
as fabric sample  shipment , consultancy by phone or video 
call by the expert support team, a digital configurator to 
customize the product and an  augmented reality immersive 
experience to visualize the final design therefore enhancing 
the sales process.

Divani.Store @divanipuntostore

https://www.linkedin.com/company/divani-store/

@divani.store_official
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IL GIARDINO DI LEGNO - SILAT SRL
Stand No. A01-29

C.SO Matteotti, 2 
10121- TORINO (TO)
ITALY

Erica Girotto
COO
Tel: +39 011 4546863

info@ilgiardinodilegno.it | www.ilgiardinodilegno.it

@ilgiardinodilegno

“Il Giardino di Legno” has been active as a brand in the Italian 
market since 2003 offering to his customers high quality teak 
garden furniture. In 2007 it has begun a process of 
internationalization and improvement of the range of 
products introducing different collections in composite 
materials. 

In 2012 was made a massive investment in the new 
production area in Italy, especially intended to give more 
fexibility for the European market. In recent years, in response 
to the Pandemic, the game plan is to continue to improve 
processes, procedures and technology, reducing lead time in 
the light of sustainability. 

Thanks to the cooperation with different companies and to 
the continuous presence in international events, today, the 
brand is distributed in over 40 Countries, becoming a leading 
player in outdoor furniture market. The attention to details, 
design, quality of the materials and productive technique, 
mixing innovation and craft, is the common and distinguishing 
element of the collections by Il Giardino di Legno. 

We are always innovating to stay ahead of our competitors, to 
improve our product quality and maintain our competitive 
pricing.

Il Giardino di Legno @gdlcommunity
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LA VESUVIANA BERGER SRL
Stand No. A01-25

Via Toledo, 156 
80134- NAPOLI (NAP)
ITALY

Fabio Scamardella
Export Manager
Tel: +39 3477781618

fabio@berger.it
www.berger.it

The company was founded in 1972, on the 
genius of its founder Natale Panariello. 

Over the years I have exported to over 52 
countries around the world. 

Our strength is to fulfill the customer's 
requests. We manage to organize furniture 
projects from small home to resort 
supplies. We are now in the second 
generation and it continues to be a leading 
company in the giftware sector.

Via Veneto @viavenetoofficial
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LI&PRA SPA
Stand No. A01-30

Via Prandi, 1
42019- Bosco Di Scandiano (RE)
ITALY

Mr Rolf Wilhelm
Area Export Manager
Tel: +39 342 389 8531

r.wilhelm@li-pra.com 
info@li-pra.com. | www.li-pra.com

LI&PRA is an Italian company that offers innovative and 
avant-garde design solutions in the wallpaper and floating 
flooring sector, offering customized solutions for every 
environment. 

Thanks to the passion for the contract&hospitality world and 
the attention to sustainability, the company has developed 
increasingly innovative solutions over the years, both from a 
technical point of view and from a stylistic point of view, 
capable of meeting the most stringent requests of the sector. 

LI&PRA specializes in the production and distribution all over 
the world of digitally printed LVT floors, 100% ecological floors 
and digital print wallpapers, also customized. It is also the 
official distributor for Italy of Lucite® paints, high quality 
products Made in Germany (Dörken group). 

LI&PRA S.p.A was born in 2018 from the union of two highly 
experienced companies, Prati Group S.p.A., active in Italy since 
1963, and the Swiss company LI&CO AG, located in Müstair 
(Switzerland), with a 26,000 sqm production area composed 
of innovative systems in full respect of the environment. The 
union gives rise to a new logistics center, 
showroom&academy based in Italy, in Bosco di Scandiano 
(Reggio Emilia) able to present itself on the market with high 
quality solutions, which combine Italian design to the 
innovative Made in Suisse production.

@liandpra LI&PRA - innovation and design

https://www.linkedin.com/company/li-pra/ 
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L'ORIGINALE SRL
Stand No. A01-10

Viale Giulio, Cesare in 43 
50019- Sesto Fiorentino, FLORENCE (FLR)
ITALY

Tel: +39 055 4215 480

laura@loriginale.it
andrea@loriginale.it | www.loriginale.it

@loriginale_srl

Founded in 1970, L’ORIGINALE S.r.l. produces luxury items 
using ancient manufacturing techniques.

Their choice of materials and attention to detail as well as 
their passion for craftsmanship have characterized the 
company's production for over 50 years.

Bronzes, crystals, marble and semiprecious stones are the 
raw materials which accentuate each other and are blended 
together to create unique objects that perfectly unite prestige 
and elegance.

The company initially focused only on interior lighting decor, 
but has expanded over the years and today, in addition to a 
wide selection of chandeliers, wall lamps and table lamps, the 
company is able to offer its customers a considerable range of 
high-level décor items that include tableware, homeware and 
bathroom accessories.

All items are entirely made in the Sesto Fiorentino workshop, 
a stone's throw from Florence, where the alchemy uniting 
high-quality materials with the skillful workmanship of expert 
craftsmen takes place.

Hand-ground Tuscan crystals, turned Carrara marble and 
Murano glass are combined with bronze and brass castings.
The uniqueness of the company's products are the result of 
research, passion and experience; their products perfectly 
combine prestige and elegance.

L'Originale @loriginale0533
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LYM
Stand No. A01-11

@lymitalia

Lym was born in 2017, it is an unconventional 
lighting company. Lym lamps are characterized 
by a minimal design and they are entirely made 
in Italy. 

Lym also offers several technologies which 
allow to use lighting differently, easily and 
safely.

LYM @lymitalia

Davide Deplano
CEO
Tel: +39 346 0966589

hall@lym.it
dd@lym.it | www.lym.it

https://www.linkedin.com/company/lymitalia/

@lymitalia340

Strada Cornadella, 15/a 
33077- Sacile (PN)
ITALY

Model Biga, mentioned on ADI DESIGN INDEX 2022, it’s a bedside lamp, 
which integrates a reading light, a wireless charger and a USB socket.
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MANGANI 1958 -  M.H. 
Stand No. A01-08

Alessandra Mangani
Owner - Export Manager
Tel: +39 3357113904

mangani.alessandra@gmail.com
https://mangani1958.it/

Mangani1958 is a porcelain company, founded 
from our father in Florence, known all around 
the world  since 1958  as the most precious 
example of  traditional Florentine art, producing 
lamps and home accessories, mixing materials 
such as crystal, brass, stones, ect... and 
customizing his productions for high range 
clients and special projects.  

@mangani1958 Mangani1958 @alessandramangani8743

Via del Pesco, 9
ITALY
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MANIMA
Stand No. A01-24

Piazza Santo Spirito 9, 
90133- Palermo (PA)
ITALY

Carolina Guthmann
CEO
Tel: +39 3491981555

info@manimaworld.com | www.manimaworld.com

@manimaworld

Rooted in the millennia-long tradition of 
hand-embroidery, MANIMA embodies the 
soul of regenerative luxury and produces 
exclusive and timeless collections made to 
last. Finely hand-embroidered interior 
design objects are carefully made in Sicily, 
merging sophisticated techniques with 
advanced technology to serve discerning 
clients around the world. Each product is 
made with natural materials from certified 
sources by local artisans only with 
contemporaneous design in collaboration 
with renowned artists.
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NESTART
Stand No. A01-26

Via Livello, 9/11
ITALY

Silvio Bordoni
Tel: +39 3426310551

info@nestart.it | http://NESTART.IT

@nestart.co

NestArt is an italian startup that creats unique and 
eco-friendly furniture pieces that merge functional design 
and aesthetic.

NestArt has developed a design process, aimed at recover-ing 
wastes from laser cutting process in order to transform it into 
design products, such as tables, panels, seats, doors, 
partitions, screens, decorative surfaces and so on.

The startup was born as a spinoff of Bordoni Bonfiglio s.r.l., a 
manufacturing company specialized in metalworking for over 
50 years. "The name NestArt" comes from the union of 
Nesting, which is the process to minimize the amount of scrap 
raw material produced during laser cutting, and Art, as our 
products are artistic and artisanal. The name includes also the 
word Start, to symbolize the beginning of something new, a 
new adventure, a new challenge: creating innovative, 
resistant and eco-friendly surfaces.

The craft process that is used to turn waste into desig 
prod-ucts is inspired by the ancient tradition of "Tarsia 
Rolese". We start from the recovery of scrap metal waste to 
develop projects and items with ethical and aesthetic value, 
thanks to the union of creativity and craftsmanship and to our
commitment to environmental sustainability. From furniture
to work of art, each piece is meticulously crafted with 
repur-posed metal. This approach not only reduces waste but 
also adds a distinctive character to each product.

@nestartdecor
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OLYMPUS BRASS
Stand No. A01-31

Via Enrico Mattei, 13 
25050- Passirano (BS)
ITALY

Alberti Walter
Sales Manager
Tel: +39 333 3333787 

olympusbrass@gmail.com
olympus-brass@libero.it | olympusbrass.jimdofree.com

@olympus.brass

Art as heritage. Art as tradition. Art as passion. 
This is Olympus brass , from Brescia, the cradle 
of Italian Renaissance, to the heart of world.��

The secret to Olympus’s success is its refined 
taste, its great aesthetic sense and its 
long-standing tradition of craftsmanship that 
uses ancient artistry techniques and practices 
to make true works of art. Artists and artisans, 
inspiration and handicraft, creativity and 
devotion to perfect art forms: this unique 
heritage, which dates to 1890, is at the heart of 
Olympus today - just as it was in the past.

Olympus Brass
Bronzi d’arte
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OUTDOOR KITCHEN
Stand No. A01-14

Via Mario Ricci 14, 
61122- Pesaro (PU)
ITALY

Jader Rossi
Export Manager
Tel: +39 349 604 9072 

export@outdoorkitchen.it
info@outdoorkitchen.it | www.outdoorkitchen.it

@vidalioutdoorkitchen

Vidali Outdoor Kitchen is an Italian company that 
produces custom-made outdoor kitchens and fully 
customizable by the customer who can choose a 
unique model with its finishes and appliances. Created 
with the most durable materials such as stainless 
steel painted and coated with ceramic to withstand 
any situation outside, with any weather condition, for 
a long time. With design and 100% Made in Italy 
quality, the outdoor kitchens of the Vidali Outdoor 
Kitchen will make the customer discover a new 
outdoor experience. Vidali Outdoor Kitchen have three 
models: Quid, Sunny and Kucino.

Quid is an island outdoor kitchen made by unique 
design, customizable with appliance, many finiture of 
ceramics and many colors for painted stainless steel.
Sunny is full customizable model of outdoor kitchen 
that will made by how many modulars the client want, 
with appliance e many finiture of ceramics and many 
colors for painted stainless steel.

Kucino is a standard model of outdoor kitchen avaible 
in two configurations and two size, with standard 
finiture.

Vidali Outdoor Kitchen

https://www.linkedin.com/company/outdoor-kitchen-it/

@outdoorkitchenvidali7875
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PIMAR SRL
Stand No. A01-21

Via Manzoni 36, 
73020- Cursi (LE) 
ITALY

Francesco Cazzetta
Sales Director
Tel: (+39) 3420236102

francesco@pimarlimestone.com
info@pimarlimestone.com | www.pimarlimestone.com

@pimar_limestone

Located in the heart of Puglia, Pimar is renowned for 
its historical tradition in natural limestone manufac-
turing for over 150 years and for its international 
collaborations with famous artists and designers. The 
company activity is carried on by Marrocco’s family 
who owns 40 hectares of quarries for the limestone 
extraction.

Pimar has focused on stone extraction from its own 
quarries and processing it to create highly exclusive 
projects. Not only tradition, but also technical dedica-
tion and design. Pimar stone becomes the protagonist 
in infinite design declinations: from architectural to 
retail, from restoration to design. Pimar stone is a 
constant source of inspiration for internationally 
renowned architects, designers, and artists (Steven 
Holl, Alvaro Siza, Philippe Starck, Michele De Lucchi, 
Renzo Piano, Palomba Serafini Associati, Michelange-
lo Pistoletto, Ugo La Pietra, Apos Persano and Matali 
Crasset, among others).

Pimar Limestone

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pimar-srl/
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PINETTI
Stand No. A01-03

Via V Alpini, 41b
24060- Bagnatica (BG)
ITALY

Luca Pisoni
Export Manager
Tel: +39 035 684429

sales@pinetti.it
info@pinetti.it | https://pinetti.it

@pinetti_leather

Pinetti is a premiere Italian brand 
manufacturing luxury accessories as well 
as bespoke and limited collections 
handcrafted in the finest Italian leathers. 
Pinetti's quintessential design is a result of 
the long-standing experience of its 
in-house design team that over the years 
led to a development of the extensive offer 
encompassing collections of living, 
bathroom, office and outdoor products. 

Founded in 1983, Pinetti is today 
undoubtedly the number one destination 
for top interior designers and architects to 
source unique accessories for yachts, 
luxury apartments and villas, and 5 stars 
hotels. Pinetti's artisanal soul and 
masterful craftsmanship flows into its 
whole collection making each product 
unique and truly one of a kind. Welcome to 
the world of Pinetti!

Pinetti

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pinetti-srl

@pinettiluxuryhomedecor
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PROCOMMERCIALE
Stand No. A01-12

Strada Provinciale Metaurense, 21
61033- Fermignano (PU)
ITALY

Michele Virgili
Export Manager
Tel: +39 327 588 2459

Ilaria Chiarucci
Export Manager
Tel: +39 333 603 7488

info@procommerciale.com
export@procommerciale.com | www.edila.eu | www.procommerciale.com

Procommerciale is an Italian company that 
produces and sells all the materials neces-
sary for construction.

The material is made in Italy and of high
quality, with a wide selection of products in
the catalog including props and scaffolding,
yellow panels and lamellar beams, mobile
fences, net rolls with poles and lightning
bolts, pipes, manholes and channels. In the 
same corporate group there is a partner 
company, Edila, which is expands the range 
of products in the catalogue.

Then it provides everything necessary to
ensure the customer the best quality made
in Italy for construction.
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REAL PIEL SRL
Stand No. A01-13

Via San Lorenzo 18_20, 
San Zenone Degli Ezzelini, 
31020-TREVISO (TV)
ITALY

Katia Beghetto
CEO
Tel: +39 3358719727

katia.beghetto@realpiel.it
www.realpiel.it

@realpiel_collection

Established in 2005 in Bassano Del Grappa, 
Real Piel designs and distributes refined 
upholsteries and seating solutions. 

Fine Italian leather is the brand's 
trademark, featured in exclusive household 
and commercial collections. 

Special attention to market evolution 
enriched its collections with new fabrics 
and faux leathers to envision novel designs 
developed by a young and dynamic team 
attentive to the spirit of the times. 

Creativity, ergonomics, inclusion, and 
sustainability are the bedrock of the 
company's philosophy.
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RENATO BUGIOTTI
Stand No. A01-22

www.renatobugiotti.com

@renatobugiotti

Renato Bugiotti was born in 1972 in Italy. A 
few years later, he relocates with his family 
to Orosei, Sardinia, an unspoiled location 
where nature still reigns supreme. 

The sea and centuries-old trees influence 
his perception of art and expressive 
language. Nothing and no one have the 
power to reach the beholder's heart like 
the strength of stone, the rough soul of 
wood, and the infinite mystery of the sea 
and its underwater world. 

His artworks have been shown in solo 
exhibitions in London, Dubai, China, 
Germany, and France. The contrast and 
relationships between various possible 
material components best reveal his 
language and expressive ability.

Commercial Enquiries
Massimo Cugusi
massimo@toucheconsulting.ae

General Enquiries
Renato Bugiotti
expo@renatobugiotti.com

Tel: +971 58 5891411 | +39 335 6178826

Via Martin Luther King, 1
08028- Orosei (NU)
ITALY
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SERAFINI.COM
Stand No. A01-34

Via Castiglione, 5  
36072- Chiampo Vicenza
ITALY

Alessandro Serafini
Tel: +39 346 752 5641

alessandro@serafini.com
cs@serafini.com | www.marmiserafini.it

@serafini_com

Serafini is located in a small city named 
Chiampo (Italy), internationally well-known 
for its marble production.

Serafini has, with the passing of time, 
transformed into one of the most 
innovative marble factories, producing 
extremely design-driven products and 
objects.

Serafini.com www.serafini.com
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SEVENSEDIE
Stand No. A01-20

Via Ca Del Lago, 11
Cerea VERONA (VRN)
ITALY

Federico Saoncella
Sales Manager
Tel: +39 3477505678

federico@sevensedie.com
info@sevensedie.com | www.sevensedie.com

@sevensedie

Sevensedie is recognizable all over the 
world for its distinctive Italian furniture 
collections that can cover any demand 
from classic to modern and contemporary 
style.

With many years of experience in the 
furnishing business Sevensedie is the ideal 
partner for any of your projects: from 
furnishing a small apartment, a villa, a 
hotel, or a restaurant up to a luxury Italian 
furniture for a cruise liner.

Sevensedie

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sevensedie/

@sevensedie5570 @sevensedie
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TECKELL
Stand No. A01-27

Via Marmolada, 20 
GALLARATE
ITALY

Jean Tolomio
Sales Manager
Tel: +39 3387104250

jean@teckell.com
experience@teckell.com | www.teckell.com | www.teckell.store

@teckellofficial

Based in Northern Italy, Teckell is the 
brand of B.Lab Italia, a laboratory of 
ideas and experimentation, a place 
where masterpieces are made, 
rooted in Italian craftsmanship but 
with an eye to the future.

Teckell gives an emotional soul to 
inanimate objects, combining high 
technology, avant-garde design and 
renowned Italian craftsmanship.This 
is what we call Made in Italy

Teckell

https://www.linkedin.com/company/teckellofficial/

Teckell Official @teckellofficial
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VETRERIE DI EMPOLI
Stand No. A01-15

VdE 1938 was founded in Empoli, 
Tuscany. Initially it produced the 
characteristic green glass typical of the 
area, over time, it began to make 
increasingly sophisticated products.  

The Parentini family, proprietors of the 
Vetrerie, operate the shop at via 
Montenapoleone in Milan, an 
international point of reference for 
those who dedicate attention to 
Interior Decoration and the art of table 
settings. 

Today Vetrerie di Empoli has 
established an enviable reputation 
thanks to the refinement of its 
versatile artisanal collections, including 
2 Patents of high technique and design.

Via Tacito, 6
20137- Milano 
ITALY

Simona Belforti
Export Manager Global
Tel.: +39 02 5450321
M.: +39 348 7369334

simona.belforti@vetreriediempoli.it | www.vetreriediempoli.it

@vetrerie.empoli Vetrerie di Empoli
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